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Product: ”MOCAP “ wall clock 
Design: J.P.Meulendijks for Plankton 
description: Most wall-clocks have the same basic shape: round. Also the same looking time-indication by numbers or stripes. 
"MOCAP" steps away from the basic.. 
It's appearance leans more to a piece of conceptual art ,then to a basic time-telling clock.
The big wall clock will catch your eye by changing shape when you walk around it. When you stand in front of the clock: the numbers 
are clear and visible. When you walk around it: numbers slowly dissolve, and seem to fall apart in little floating white balls. 
This optical illusion results in a striking and intriguing piece of wall-art. Inspired by "MOTION CAPTURE" technique used in movies such 
as" Lord of the rings"+"Avatar"

material :wood (recycled)
dimensions:Height: 79 cm. / 31 inch   width: 79 cm./ 31 inch     depth: 10 cm./ 4 inch 
color:  Clock-face finished in matted black, causing the bright white balls to seemingly float in mid-air.
-Clock-hands finished in anthracite so they are subtle visible. against the matted black background 
Product weight:  8 kg. / 17,5 lb
shipping dimensions: 81x81x12 cm.     31.9 inch x 31.9 inch x 4,7 inch
shipping weight: 9 kg.   /  19.8 lbs
shipping volume:0,078 m3
tarrif / HS code: 9105 29 
SKU: MOCAP
retail price:  427 Euro      /      482 USD   exc. VAT/ BTW 
Shipping prices: 
USA / WORLD :    90,60  Euro     /    109   USD 
Europe:              € 29,70  Euro
shipping Netherlands: free 
ships from: the netherlands
Lead-time: 10-30 days

product:  “LOCK“  bamboo dining table (base only)
SKU: lock-dine-base
design:J.P.Meulendijks 
description : 
"LOCK" is designed out of the qualities, possibilities and characteristics of its highly sustainable material: BAMBOO. 
The frame is build up from layers of flexible bamboo. The layers are pressed together. The shape is formed by the bamboo's natural 
bending curve. The layers of bamboo curve through each other and entwine, locking each other in place. End result is a mix of nature 
and mathematics, of possible and impossible. 
A super strong muscular  dynamic shape that looks different watched from different viewing points.

Bamboo is a strong flexible beautiful and renewable material. Bamboo grows without the help of fertilizers. The bamboo tree is mature 
enough to be cut after three years. The trees are processed into the most environmentally sustainable wood on Earth.

maintenance:  the wood can be cleaned with a damp cloth, and if necessary, treated with wood oil.
The glass top can be cleaned with glass cleaning products.
material : Base: Bamboo thick veneer. 
Top: not included:
It is more expensive to ship a glass top overseas then to buy it. 
Have the top made by your local glass-dealer, or use your old top if you already own a round table 1000-1200 / 1600 mm. (39.3 -47.3 
inch / 63 inch) in diameter. 
For max. 3 persons / end-table: we advise a 1000-1200 mm. ( 39.3 - 47.3 inch) Diameter . 12 mm. (0.047 inch) thick clear tempered 
Cradle to cradle certificate glass. 
For max 8 persons / diner-table :we advise a 1600 mm./ 63 inch. Diameter + 15 mm. thick clear tempered Cradle to cradle certificate 
glass. 
dimensions: base: 100x100x100cm.   height: 72,5 cm / 39x39x39  inch.   Height: 28,5 inch.



color: caramel bamboo. Hard-oil finish. 
Product weight: 14.5 kg / 32 lbs
shipping dimensions: 123x43x13 cm. / 48,8 x17,3 x 5,5 inch.
shipping weight: 17 kg. / 37 lb.
shipping volume: 0,10 m3
tarrif / HS code: 9403 8100 90 
SKU: lock-dine-base
retail price:  1146 Euro     /   1292 USD   exc. VAT/ BTW 
Shipping prices: 
USA / WORLD : 93,91  Euro   /   106 USD 
Europe:            30,72 Euro
shipping Netherlands: free 
ships from: the netherlands
Lead-time: 10-40 days
some assembly is required.

Product: “SPARE” light object / table lamp 
SKU: SPARE
design:J.P.Meulendijks 

description :
One light-bulb burns, the other light-bulbs function as a lampshade, diffusing and spreading the light. The burning bulb will light up the 
other bulbs. When the bulb is burned out: simply screw the lamp-holder on to an other bulb. 
Part of the design-collection of: “DESIGN MUSEUM GENT” in Belgium 
Because of the new guidelines for light-bulbs, "SPARE" is re-designed for the future: build with 25 classic clear light-bulbs and 1 clear 
LED-bulb that looks just like a classic bulb. Now you can choose to let a classic bulb or a LED-bulb burn..After +/- 75 years all the bulbs 
are burned up. In a few years,when there are no regular bulbs left
anywhere, you will still enjoy the light of your "SPARE" bulbs.

material :25 clear glass light-bulbs+1 glass LED bulb 4 watt. 150
lumen. 220V. + E27 lamp-holder +2 meter 
cable + euro-plug. (220 to 110 volt adapter free of charge on request)
dimensions: 26x26x26 cm. / 10,2x10,2x10,2 inch.
color:  clear
Product weight: 2 kg.  / 4,4 lb
shipping dimensions: 36x36x36 cm.    / 14.17x 14.17  x 14.17
shipping weight: 3 kg. / 6,6 lb.
shipping volume:0,042 m3
tarrif / HS code:  9405 2050
SKU: SPARE
retail price:  198 Euro     /      223 USD   exc. VAT/ BTW 
Shipping prices: 
USA / WORLD :    35,90  Euro    /   40,00   USD 
Europe:              € 21,15  Euro
shipping Netherlands: free 
ships from: the netherlands
Lead-time: 10-30 days

product: “LOCK“  bamboo coffee table
SKU: lock-coffee 
design:J.P.Meulendijks 
description : 
"LOCK" is designed out of the qualities, possibilities and characteristics of its highly sustainable material: BAMBOO. The frame is build 
up from layers of flexible bamboo. The layers are pressed together. The shape is formed by the bamboo's natural bending curve. The 
layers of bamboo curve through each other and entwine, locking each other in place. For the layered frame: two different color-tones are 
used: natural and caramel bamboo. This “layer cake”enhances the curves and shape of the table.
End result is a mix of nature and mathematics, of possible and impossible. A super strong muscular  dynamic shape that looks different 
watched from different viewing points. A contemporary coffee table design and a mid-century homage.



Bamboo is a strong flexible beautiful and renewable material. Bamboo grows without the help of fertilizers. The bamboo tree is mature 
enough to be cut after three years. The trees are processed into the most environmentally sustainable wood on Earth

maintenance:  the wood can be cleaned with a damp cloth, and if necessary, treated with wood oil.
The glass top can be cleaned with glass cleaning products.
Material:  base: Bamboo. Top: 8 mm. Clear  tempered glass 
dimensions: length: 70 cm. / 27,6 inch.  width : 70 cm./ 27,6 inch.    Height: 50 cm. / 19,6 inch.   Diameter: 80 cm. /  31.5  inch
color: caramel and natural bamboo. Hard-oil finish. Clear glass top
Product weight: frame: 9 kg / 19,8 lbs   top: 10  kg / 22 lbs    total weight: 19 kg /   41,8 lbs
shipping dimensions: 82  x 82 x 15 cm. /   32,3 x 32,3 x5,9 inch.
shipping weight: 22,8   kg. / 50 lb.
shipping volume: 0,1008 m3
tarrif / HS code:  9403 8100 90 
SKU: lock-coffee
retail price:  1229 Euro  =  1386 USD   exc. VAT/ BTW
Shipping prices: 
USA / WORLD : 109 ,88  Euro  =  124 USD
Europe:            34,00 Euro
shipping Netherlands: free 
ships from: the netherlands
Lead-time: 10-40 days
some assembly is required

About:
PLANKTON
A future-conscious avant-garde design-label .Our goal is to provide interior products with a maximal life-cycle through durable 
construction and good timeless design with a little poetry and soul.
The small and exclusive collection is produced in the Netherlands and available trough this website and a small network of dealers.
Design: 
The design of PLANKTON-products aims to be good timeless design with a little poetry and soul, objects you don't want to throw away.
Life-cycle: 
The goal is to use the product as long as possible. The designs are durable and made to last.
Materials:
Only carefully selected materials are used for creating the collection:
Bamboo
A strong flexible beautiful and renewable material. Bamboo grows without the help of fertilizers. The bamboo tree is mature enough to 
be cut after three years. The trees are processed into the most environmentally sustainable wood on Earth .Protected by a waterproof, 
washable compostable coating made of natural oils and other ingredients. 
Shipping: 
PLANKTON-products are shipped the most economical and with minimal environmental footprint. Where possible groupage-shipping is 
applied: Space in containers is used by multiple smaller shipments, sharing space and costs. All shipments are climate-neutral-
compensated. Plankton products are designed to be able to be shipped using as less space as possible.

Designer: 
All products are designed by: J.P.Meulendijks design studio. 

WWW.N-U.NL

J.P. Meulendijks (1972) independent designer. Designer of furniture ,lightning, and other interior products for various international 
clients. Designs are made from concept till production-ready technical drawings, and in some cases: end-products. His work is often 
published and exhibited. Some designs are awarded, others part of a museum-collection. Besides designing for international clients, 
J.P. also designs, develops, produces, and distributes his own design label "nu-collection".
In 2010 the focus is put on environment ,ecological design and sustainability. After a long research: a new biodegradable material was 
developed: "ECOLOTEK ". Together with new designs and a new mission: this resulted in a new label : PLANKTON"

"I like to describe my work as: fresh, soulful, minimal, with a slice of humor, designed by my own way of thinking, brought back to the 
essence of the idea. I like to use iconic and archetype images, forms and objects, which everybody will recognize, which I will interpret 
and use in a different way. I try to put a little poetry and soul into a object. The idea usually defines the design of the product."

Clients include: PLANKTON / NEXT home collection/ Van Esch / DARK / Karlsson-clocks / PT-home / IKIbeer / Nextime / Jansen+co / 
Duo-design / LS-works / Melaja /Innermost / Kikkerland / Umbra / WK-Wu / Interior-tools / Mobach / B&W-clocks./ Leitmotiv

J.P.Meulendijks Design Studio
PLANKTON
Javastraat 14BS
Zip: 3531PP
City: Utrecht
Country: Netherlands
j.p.meulendijks@n-u.nl
www.planktonstation.nl
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